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Analysis and control of neural circuitry requires the ability to selectively activate or inhibit neurons.
Previous work showed that infrared laser light selectively excited neural activity in endogenous
unmyelinated and myelinated axons. However, inhibition of neuronal firing with infrared light was only
observed in limited cases, is not well understood and was not precisely controlled. Using an experimentally
tractable unmyelinated preparation for detailed investigation and a myelinated preparation for validation,
we report that it is possible to selectively and transiently inhibit electrically-initiated axonal activation, as
well as to both block or enhance the propagation of action potentials of specific motor neurons. Thus, in
addition to previously shown excitation, we demonstrate an optical method of suppressing components of
the nervous system with functional spatiotemporal precision. We believe this technique is well-suited for
non-invasive investigations of diverse excitable tissues and may ultimately be applied for treating
neurological disorders.

A
long with further elucidation of mechanisms underlying neural function, burgeoning interest in deep
brain stimulation1, pain management2, functional electrical stimulation3, and brain-computer interfaces4

have created a demand for higher levels of neural specificity and control. Advances in electrical neural
interface design have overcome many technical and biological challenges required to successfully excite and
inhibit neural structures5,6. Additionally, novel optical methods of spatially and temporally precise neural control
are increasing in popularity7,8. Optogenetics, a technique whereby light-responsive ion channels are introduced
into targeted cells, is a promising new technology for exciting and inhibiting small groups of neurons with high
spatial and temporal precision7. Recently, this technique was also used to inhibit motor nerve and muscle activity
in transgenic mice9. While an excellent tool for preclinical discovery, optogenetics is currently unavailable for
clinical use due to the need for genetic manipulation.

In this work, we demonstrate the utility of an alternative optical technique for neural control using pulses of
infrared light. The capability of pulsed infrared light to provide precise spatiotemporal activation of diverse
excitable tissues has been shown10–18. In addition to neural excitation, we recently observed instances of sup-
pressed activity in response to infrared light, though the mechanisms of action were unclear13,19. The response was
reliable, repeatable, and occurred at a higher range of radiant energies than those used to induce excitation19.
Recently, in the toadfish, it was demonstrated that spontaneous activity of sensory neurons innervating the
vestibular system could be excited or inhibited by infrared light20.

An attractive attribute of thermal neuromodulation, such as infrared neural stimulation, is the ability to both
activate and suppress neural activity. Infrared-induced activation is believed to be the result of a brief (,ms)
spatiotemporal gradient (dT/dt and dT/dx)15,18, whereas suppression is a function of an increase in baseline
temperature (DT). By changing laser parameters (e.g. pulse width and frequency), one can either produce large,
brief temperature transients for stimulation or relatively smaller temperature increases for suppression. While the
discovery of controlled neural activation with infrared light was recently described, global temperature changes
leading to block of nerve conduction, a phenomenon known as ‘‘heat block’’, has been investigated in both
unmyelinated and myelinated nerves for decades21,22. Recent modeling studies also indicate the potential for block
of action potential (AP) initiation and propagation with local increases in nerve temperature23.

Here we demonstrate the use of infrared pulses to transiently suppress electrically initiated AP generation and
propagation, as well as neuromuscular function with high spatiotemporal specificity relative to currently available
means of functional neural control. This effect was repeatedly demonstrated in both the unmyelinated buccal
nerve 2 (BN2) of Aplysia californica, where it was used to inhibit specific sub-populations of the motor axons
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within the nerve, and the myelinated rat sciatic nerve. In this paper,
we define ‘‘inhibition’’ as a transient elimination of action potential
initiation, and ‘‘block’’ as a transient impediment to action potential
propagation. The results of this study support the conclusion that the
mechanism of infrared neural suppression, as with infrared stimu-
lation, is thermally mediated.

Results
Inhibition of electrically initiated axonal activation in Aplysia. To
investigate the inhibition of electrically initiated axonal activation,
we first provided nonspecific supra-threshold electrical stimulation
to the main trunk of BN2. Because the nerve was no longer attached
to its ganglion (the buccal ganglion), it had no spontaneous activity.
BN2 provides a robust and experimentally tractable ex vivo prepara-
tion with substantial length and a distal trifurcation allowing for
simultaneous recording of multiple branches, and a muscular

target that is known and tractable to study. Electrically evoked
responses were recorded on the three distal branches of BN2:
BN2a, BN2b and BN2c24,25 – allowing the primary compound
nerve action potential (CNAP) to be deconvolved and resolved
into some of its spatial components. Two optical fibers flanked the
pipette transverse to the nerve’s longitudinal axis and were coupled
to two independent diode (InGaAs) laser sources (Figure 1a). Laser 1
consisted of a tunable diode laser (l 5 1450 nm; tpo 5 0.5 ms)
coupled to a 200 mm diameter fiber optic. Laser 2 consisted of a
similar diode laser (l 5 1860 nm; tpo 5 5 ms) coupled to a
100 mm diameter fiber optic. Differences in wavelengths and fiber
optic diameters were not significant for the results we report (see
Supplemental Discussion). Synchronizing the electrical stimulus
with an infrared pulse from a single laser selectively eliminated an
AP ordinarily appearing on one branch of BN2. Alternating between
laser sources demonstrated that each laser eliminated different

Figure 1 | Infrared inhibition of AP initiation. (a) A micropipette providing supra-threshold extracellular electrical stimulation to BN2 is flanked by two

optical fibers. Extracellular nerve recordings were obtained from the three distal branches. (b) Nerve cross-section schematic at the site of inhibition.

(c) Neural recordings from branches of BN2 showing selective inhibition (arrows) of AP generation. Each laser inhibits initiation of an AP projecting to a

single nerve branch. Laser 1 (4.43 6 0.30 J/cm2) inhibits an AP projecting to BN2c, whereas Laser 2 (8.34 6 0.78 J/cm2) inhibits an AP projecting to BN2b.

Upon removal of the infrared pulse, electrically evoked APs return, indicating reversibility. (d) Neural recordings from branches of BN2 showing

combined inhibition of two nerve branches. Applying infrared pulses from both lasers simultaneously inhibits APs projecting to BN2b and BN2c

(arrows), while electrically evoked APs projecting to BN2a are unaffected. Each trace in (c) and (d) is 30 ms. (e) Average iCNAP recorded from BN2a,

BN2b (** p , 0.01), and BN2c (** p , 0.01) in response to electrical only, electrical plus Laser 1 and electrical plus Laser 2 (N 5 3 nerves; n 5 5 trials).

Data are presented as mean 6 SEM.
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electrically-evoked responses (Figure 1c). When both lasers provided
pulses of infrared light simultaneously, responses on two branches
were eliminated, while an electrically-activated response remained
largely unchanged on the third branch (Figure 1d). Stopping the
infrared pulses caused electrically evoked responses to reappear on
all three branches, indicating that selective elimination of action po-
tentials was completely reversible. The integrated CNAP (iCNAP)
was used as a metric for the level of electrical activation for each
branch. Each laser induced a reduction in the iCNAP magnitude
of a selective axonal projection (Figure 1e). As a control, BN2a was
not targeted; thus, no change in the iCNAP of BN2a was observed.

Infrared and electrical pulses were synchronized for the purpose of
demonstrating temporally precise inhibition of action potential ini-
tiation. To further characterize infrared inhibition of action potential
initiation, we investigated how the relative timing of electrical and
infrared pulses affected threshold radiant exposures for inhibition. A
single infrared pulse (l 5 1450 nm, tpo 5 0.25 ms) was delivered
over the range of t 5 220 ms to t 5 0.5 ms relative to an electrical
stimulus (tpe 5 0.25 ms). For each trial, the electrical stimulus was
110% of the threshold current. We found that there existed a narrow
window surrounding the delivery of the electrical pulse in which the
infrared pulse can be applied to eliminate the electrically-initiated
response. AP elimination reliably occurred with the infrared pulse
delivered as much as 10 ms prior to the start of the electrical pulse.
However, infrared pulses that were delivered earlier required radiant
exposures that generated infrared stimulation in the absence of any
electrical stimulus. Threshold radiant exposures for AP elimination
rapidly increased when the infrared pulse was delivered after the
electrical stimulus, primarily due to the evoked potential propagating
away from the site of initiation before the infrared pulse arrived. AP
elimination occurred reliably when the infrared pulse was delayed
0.25 ms after the electrical pulse, but was not observed when the
infrared pulse was delayed by 0.5 ms. Minimum threshold radiant
exposures for AP elimination occurred when the infrared pulse was
delivered 0.25 ms before the electrical pulse.

Nerve conduction block in Aplysia. We also demonstrated block of
nerve conduction. A 200 mm diameter fiber optic was positioned
over the nerve trunk distal to the site of supra-threshold electrical
stimulation (,1 cm) targeting the proposed location of axons
projecting to BN2c (Figure 2a). A train of low radiant exposure
(0.50 6 0.02 J/cm2), high frequency (200 Hz) infrared pulses (l 5
1450 nm, tpo 5 0.2 ms) produced a rise in local tissue temperature
and blocked responses projecting to BN2c (Figure 2b). During
conduction block, BN2c iCNAP magnitude was lower than before
and after the infrared train (Figure 2d). Blocked conduction began
during the second half of the infrared pulse train and became
stronger as the infrared block continued. This is likely due to the
rate of temperature increase over the duration of the infrared train
(Figure 2e). As infrared exposure begins, temperature may not be
sufficient for block. However, as the temperature increases beyond
the threshold for inhibition (,7.02uC), the effect is strengthened
(Figure 2f). The induced temperature rise is discussed further in
the Supplemental Materials. We also observed that BN2b expe-
rienced inhibition as well as enhancement in response to infrared
exposure, and that this was consistent for a given nerve and fiber
optic location (see Supplemental Fig. S1a–d and Supplemental
Discussion).

Inhibition of neuromuscular contraction. To demonstrate func-
tional relevance of infrared control, the effects on muscle force were
measured. Distal BN2 muscle innervation was left intact and
contraction force of the I1/I3 muscles was measured (Figure 3a).
When infrared pulses (l 5 1450 nm, tpo 5 0.2 ms, 0.50 J/cm2,
200 Hz) were applied beginning 1 second before a propagating
electrical stimulus, measured forces were reduced by nearly 80%
when compared to control trials using only electrical stimulation

(Figure 3b–d). Reduction in generated force was titrated by adjust-
ing the radiant exposure of the infrared pulses (Supplemental Fig.
S2). Results suggest that blocking part of the motor pool affects
contraction in a specific muscle region (Supplemental Fig. S3 and
Supplemental Movie S1).

Nerve conduction block in the rat sciatic nerve. Blocking and exci-
ting effects of infrared exposure on propagating APs were validated
in a myelinated mammalian nerve. Applying infrared pulses (l 5

1450 nm, tpo 5 0.2 ms, 75.7 6 5.3 mJ/cm2, 200 Hz) to the tibial
branch of the rat sciatic nerve, approximately 1 cm distal to the site of
electrical stimulation, reduced evoked EMG amplitude of the lateral
gastrocnemius (LG) and the medial gastrocnemius (MG) (Figure 4).
Enhanced propagated responses were observed as in Aplysia, were
consistently repeatable, and depended on the location of the fiber
optic and current path of the electrical stimulus (Supplemental Fig.
S1e and Supplemental Discussion). Threshold temperature for
reduction of LG integrated EMG (iEMG) (,5.2uC) was deter-
mined as for Aplysia.

Discussion
Our results demonstrate the transient suppression of neural activity
with infrared light, as well as potential utility of this technique. If the
responses that we have reported are primarily due to temperature
changes, they may have a variety of cellular and molecular effects. It
should be noted, however, that in the context of the techniques
currently available for manipulating neural activity, given the rapid-
ity and the spatial selectivity with which the block we have described
can be induced by infrared laser light, we believe that this new tech-
nique can be further optimized to serve as a precise, reversible form
of non-contact neural control that avoids an electrical stimulation
artifact. While the thermal effects on neural excitability are well-
established, no previous study demonstrated this level of temporal
and spatial precision. Previous demonstrations of complete thermal
block required global changes to the temperature of the surrounding
bath26,27, whereas we are able to rapidly and reversibly alter excitabil-
ity with spatial precision. In this study, transient suppression of
neural excitability occurred within a spot as small as 100 mm in dia-
meter in as little as a few hundred ms. We were limited by the com-
bination of our laser output and size of optical fibers; thus, we could
greatly reduce the population of neurons affected by using smaller
fibers and free-space optical components to reduce the laser spot size.

Using this method of infrared laser-induced thermal block, elec-
trically initiated responses were turned off in all Aplysia nerves tested
(Supplemental Fig. S4) and functional selectivity (i.e. at the level of
individual fascicles) was demonstrated (Figure 1). Although our pre-
paration does not conclusively confirm inhibition of AP generation
(rather than block of propagation after a very short distance), the
selective inhibition of AP generation described by the models of Mou
et al. suggest this is the case23.

In addition to the likely inhibition of AP generation, we also
demonstrated the ability to block AP propagation with functional
selectivity. Providing a high frequency train (200 Hz) of lower radi-
ant exposure pulses achieved specific and reproducible block of
propagating APs in both Aplysia (Figure 2) and the rat (Figure 4)
(see Supplemental Discussion). Mou et al. proposed that propagation
block would require a greater local temperature increase distributed
over a larger area than is required for initiation block23. This may be
due to the AP safety factor allowing propagation to continue when
local excitability is reduced28. While our protocol was aimed at pro-
ducing a baseline temperature increase in a finite region of tissue,
enhanced propagating responses observed in both Aplysia and rat
nerves may be the result of sub-threshold electrical and thermal
stimuli combining to achieve stimulation, as we have shown prev-
iously19,29 (see Supplemental Discussion). Greater control over both
excitation and inhibition will be achieved by optimizing light delivery
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Figure 2 | Nerve conduction block in BN2 of Aplysia. (a) A micropipette electrically stimulated APs propagating to the three branches of BN2. Infrared

pulses were delivered to the nerve via a 200 mm diameter optical fiber, distal to the electrical stimulus. (b) Infrared exposure (indicated schematically by a

gray bar) inhibits propagation of APs projecting to BN2c (highlighted by a yellow bar). A single spontaneous response is evident on the BN2a recording

(arrow). This was occasionally observed before, during and after infrared exposure. APs on BN2b show some inhibition on this recording. Electrical

artifacts are blanked for clarity. (c) Evoked and inhibited responses (arrows) are expanded. Each trace is 30 ms. (d) Average (1 sec) iCNAP for responses

immediately preceding and following the infrared stimulus train, as well as the final 1 sec of laser exposure. BN2c responses were selectively blocked

during infrared inhibition (** p , 0.01; N 5 3 nerves, n 5 11 trials). (e) Local temperature increases by approximately 8uC during the 3 second infrared

exposure. The thermal relaxation time is approximately 1.25 sec. (f) As duration of infrared exposure increased, magnitude of the BN2 iCNAP decreased.

The location where reduction in BN2 iCNAP becomes significant (p , 0.004) is indicated by an arrow in (f) and orange dashed lines in (e). Data are

presented as mean 6 SEM.

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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to the desired axons, for example by using smaller diameter fiber
optics.

Given the results presented in this study, an explanation of how
pulsed infrared light is capable of both excitation and suppression of
neural activity may be suggested. It is important to note that the
optical radiant exposures used in this study for suppression of neural
activity are less than those required for infrared neural stimulation.
As was shown previously, infrared neural stimulation is the result of a
spatiotemporal temperature gradient18. The rapid temperature rise
induces a transient change in the electrical capacitance of the neu-
ron’s plasma membrane, which in turn depolarizes the cell and
induces a propagating AP15. Thus, simply raising the temperature
will not induce the controlled, frequency-locked stimulation that
may be accomplished with a brief, thermally-confined pulse.
Similarly, many wavelengths are capable of eliciting excitation; the
wavelengths used were chosen based on the desired penetration
depth in neural tissue. Unlike infrared neural stimulation, local
(and global) thermal neural inhibition is the result of non-uniform

rate increases in the temperature-dependent Hodgkin-Huxley gating
mechanisms, causing the rate of inactivation of sodium channels and
activation of potassium channels to overwhelm activation of sodium
channels22,23,30. This leads to either a faster and weaker response, or
complete but reversible block of AP generation or propagation21,30.

The ultimate application of this technique will be contingent on
the absence of long-term thermally-induced changes in tissue mor-
phology or function. While infrared radiant exposures required for
likely inhibition of AP generation are much lower than stimulation
thresholds reported previously19, the maximum temperature rise
induced during propagation block was approximately 8uC in
Aplysia and 9uC in the rat (Figure 2e, Figure 4e and Supplemental
Discussion). In Aplysia experiments reported here, responses were
stable (i.e., no changes in threshold to induce action potential were
observed) and no functional deficits (e.g. change in neural response
or evoked force) or visibly identifiable damage was observed across
multiple nerves during hours of intermittent stimulation. Further
studies with molecular biological indicators are necessary to confirm

Figure 3 | Infrared inhibition of electrically-evoked muscle contraction. (a) A suction electrode stimulated muscle contractions in the I1/I3 muscles as

measured by a force transducer. A 200 mm diameter optical fiber positioned distal (,1 cm) to the electrical stimulus inhibited AP propagation of

some motor units. (b) Electrically-evoked force in response to 2-sec stimuli (tpe 5 1 ms; 0.7 mA; 10 Hz) separated by a 12-second interval. (c) A 3-sec

infrared pulse train (l 5 1450 nm; tpo 5 0.2 ms; 0.54 J/cm2; indicated by horizontal red bar) at 200 Hz delivered in conjunction with the third electrical

stimulus inhibited force generation. (d) Average I1/I3 contraction force in response to electrical stimulation with and without the infrared pulse train

(*** p , 0.001; without laser, N 5 2 nerves, n 5 10 trials; with laser, N 5 2 nerves, n 5 10 trials). Data are presented as mean 6 SEM.

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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Figure 4 | Nerve conduction block in the rat sciatic nerve. (a) A monopolar cuff electrode stimulated propagating APs along the nerve trunk. A 400 mm

diameter fiber optic coupled to a diode laser was positioned over the tibial branch. (b) A train of infrared pulses (l 5 1450 nm; tpo 5 0.2 ms; indicated

schematically by a gray bar) at 200 Hz reduces the amplitude of EMG recordings for MG and LG. Electrical artifacts are blanked for clarity. (c) Single EMG

responses are shown before, during and after infrared inhibition. Each trace is 20 ms. (d) Average iEMG for MG and LG before, during and after laser

exposure (** p , 0.01; N 5 2 nerves; n 5 12 trials). Because of differences in absolute magnitude between the nerves tested, iEMG were normalized to the

average iEMG for 1 sec prior to infrared exposure. (e) Local temperature increased by approximately 9uC during the 3 second infrared exposure. The

thermal relaxation time was approximately 0.75 sec. (f) Increasing duration of radiant exposure yielded greater reduction in the iEMG for LG. The

location where reduction in iEMG for LG first becomes significant (p , 0.002) is indicated by an arrow in (f) and orange dashed lines in (e). Data are

presented as mean 6 SEM.

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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the lack of thermally-induced tissue changes. Combining infrared
and electrical pulses, similar to hybrid electro-optical stimulation19,29,
may reduce requisite radiant exposures and alleviate concerns of
damage.

Both unmyelinated and myelinated axons experience infrared
suppression of neural activity, suggesting the mechanism of action
between nerve fiber types is strongly related, and supporting the use
of invertebrates for both fundamental and translational studies of the
nervous system. Interestingly, non-excitable cells are also known to
respond to infrared-induced spatiotemporal temperature gradi-
ents15. The use of lasers to create highly localized thermal changes
targeting specific cells or even localized regions of membrane may be
a useful technique for probing cell function.

Infrared light is an intriguing tool for studying neural function and
is being investigated for clinical applications ranging from cochlear
implants31 to intraoperative nerve monitoring32. Taken in combina-
tion with previous studies, including our own, exposure to infrared
radiation is shown to be a multi-faceted phenomenon, capable of
both exciting and suppressing neural activity. This points to a rich
set of interactions between the nervous system and optical/thermal
energy that may be exploited to further understand and control the
nervous system and more general cell functions.

Methods
Aplysia preparation and nerve dissection. Aplysia californica (n 5 5) weighing 250–
350 g (Marinus Scientific, Long Beach, CA) were maintained in an aerated aquarium
containing circulating artificial seawater (ASW) kept at 16–17uC. The animals were
fed dried seaweed every 1–3 days.

Aplysia were anesthetized with an injection of 333 mM MgCl2 (,50% of body
weight) prior to dissection. Once anesthetized, animals were dissected and the buccal
ganglia were removed and pinned in a recording dish and immersed in Aplysia saline
(460 mM NaCl, 10 mM KCl, 22 mM MgCl2, 33 mM MgSO4, 10 mM CaCl2, 10 mM
glucose, 10 mM HEPES, pH 7.6). Aplysia buccal ganglia are symmetric, so each hemi-
ganglion has an associated buccal nerve 2 (BN2). Each BN2 was transected just distal
to its attachment to its respective hemiganglion and anchored in place by pinning the
protective sheath around the nerve to the Sylgard base (Dow Corning, Midland, MI)
of the recording dish. Because the nerve was removed from its associated ganglion,
little or no spontaneous neural activity was observed. A thermocouple was used to
monitor the temperature of the bath, which was found to equilibrate to room tem-
perature in a matter of minutes.

Aplysia electrophysiology. The three distal branches of BN2 were suctioned into
nerve-recording electrodes to monitor the response to stimulation. Nerve-recording
electrodes were made by hand-pulling polyethylene tubing (1.27 mm outer diameter,
0.86 mm inner diameter) over a flame to the desired inner diameter. Recording
electrodes were suction-filled with Aplysia saline prior to suctioning of the nerve.
Nerve signals were amplified (31000) and band-pass filtered (300–500 Hz) using an
AC-coupled differential amplifier, digitized (Axon Digidata 1320A) and recorded
(AxoGraph X).

Extracellular stimulating electrodes were made from thin-wall borosilicate capil-
lary glass pulled to a diameter of about 40 mm and resistances of about 0.1 MV. For
each experiment, an electrode was capillary-filled with Aplysia saline and positioned
on the top surface of the nerve, in contact with the nerve sheath, using a microma-
nipulator. The return electrode was positioned at a distance in the bath to create
monopolar stimulation. Monophasic currents supplied by a stimulus isolator were
used for all experiments.

Delivery of infrared light to nerves. Two tunable diode laser systems were used
throughout our investigation. Laser 1 consisted of a prototype tunable diode laser
(Capella; Lockheed-Martin-Aculight, Bothell, WA) with wavelength l 5 1450 nm
coupled to a 200 mm diameter fiber optic (Ocean Optics, Dunedin, FL). Laser 2
comprised a similar and commercially available diode laser (l 5 1860 nm) coupled
to a 100 mm diameter fiber optic. For rat experiments, Laser 1 was coupled to a
400 mm diameter fiber optic. Fiber optics were secured in place using
micromanipulators. The differences in laser wavelengths and fiber optic diameters
were not critical for the results reported in this paper (see Supplemental Discussion).

Infrared inhibition of action potential generation in Aplysia. Fiber optics from
laser systems 1 and 2 were positioned such that they flanked the stimulating electrode
transverse to the nerve’s longitudinal axis as shown in Figure 1a. Laser 1 supplied
0.5 ms pulses at 4.43 6 0.30 J/cm2 and Laser 2 supplied 5 ms pulses at 8.34 6 0.78 J/
cm2. Each trial (N 5 3 nerves, n 5 5 trials) consisted of a series of repeating 500 ms
episodes. For each episode, a monophasic electrical stimulus (tpe 5 0.25 ms)
providing current sufficient to generate consistent APs on all three recording
electrodes (461.4 6 36.2 mA) was applied at t 5 100 ms. Because the laser pulses and
the electrical pulse have different durations, they were all synchronized to end at the

same time. This allowed total charge and total heat deposition to occur
simultaneously. Effects of varying this time are discussed in the Supplemental
Material. Each trial followed an ABACABACA pattern in which nerves were
stimulated electrically (A), then either Laser 1 or Laser 2 was added (B), then the laser
was removed leaving only electrical stimulation (A), followed by the other laser being
added (C), and then the process was repeated. Nerve responses for each condition
were analyzed using the integrated compound nerve action potential (iCNAP): the
ensemble average for each condition within a given trial was rectified and summed
over a finite interval following the electrical stimulation artifact.

Infrared inhibition of nerve conduction in Aplysia. The nerve preparation was as
described previously, except a single 200 mm fiber optic coupled to the 1450 nm laser
source was positioned approximately 1 cm distal to the site of electrical stimulation,
but proximal to the nerve trifurcation (Figure 2a). Each trial (N 5 3 nerves, n 5 11
trials) consisted of one 10 sec episode. Monophasic electrical stimuli (tpe 5 0.25 ms;
659.1 6 18.9 mA) providing consistent responses on all three branches of BN2 were
delivered at 4 Hz for the duration of the trial. At 4 sec, pulses of infrared light (tpo 5

0.2 ms) were delivered at 200 Hz for 3 seconds. Nerve responses were analyzed using
the iCNAP as described above.

Aplysia preparation for muscle force measurements. An Aplysia (422 g) was
anesthetized as described above. The animal’s buccal mass was removed and placed in
a Petri dish containing a solution of 50% Aplysia saline and 50% isotonic MgCl2. Both
buccal nerves 2 were severed at their attachment points to the buccal ganglia;
removing the nerves from their associated ganglia ensured that there was little or no
spontaneous activity. Incisions were made through the dorsal and ventral surfaces of
the buccal mass, and further incisions were made to remove the radula-odontophore
and pharyngeal tissue, leaving the I1/I3 muscle split into two separate halves with
each half innervated by its buccal nerve 2. The rest of the buccal mass and the ganglia
were discarded. The muscle halves were moved to a recording dish with a Sylgard
surface in the back half of the dish. Each I1/I3 half was glued by its anterior edge to the
glass bottom of the dish just in front of the Sylgard. After gluing, the dish was filled
with Aplysia saline. Each buccal nerve 2 was gently stretched and pinned on the
Sylgard surface. Force transducers were attached to the medial portions of the I1/I3
halves using silk sutures.

Aplysia muscle force inhibition. Polyethylene suction electrodes were attached to
the ends of each BN2. A 200 mm diameter fiber optic coupled to the 1450 nm laser
source was positioned distal (,1 cm) to the suction electrode and proximal to the
nerve trifurcation.

Electrical stimulation was applied using the nerve suction electrodes. Control trials
consisted of 5 repetitions of electrical stimulation (tpe 5 1 ms, 0.7 mA) delivered at
10 Hz for 2 sec. Each repetition was followed by an interval of 12 seconds with no
stimulation (Figure 3b). Experimental trials consisted of the same protocol, but
infrared pulses (tpo 5 0.2 ms; 0.50 J/cm2) were applied at 200 Hz for 3 seconds
beginning 1 second before the third electrical stimulus. Five control and experimental
trials were repeated per parameter set with 3 min between each trial to allow the nerve
to rest.

Movies of the muscle contraction were acquired for two of the experimental trials
using a USB microscope positioned above the preparation.

Rat sciatic nerve preparation. All experiments were performed following protocols
approved by the Vanderbilt University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee
(IACUC). Male Sprague-Dawley rats (n 5 2) weighing 250–300 g (Charles River)
were anesthetized with continuously inhaled isoflurane (induction: 3% isoflurane, 3.0
LPM oxygen; maintenance: 2–2.5% isoflurane, 1.5 LPM oxygen). A rectal probe and
heating pad were used to maintain the rat at a target body temperature of 35–37uC
throughout the experiment. The animals were placed on a polycarbonate platform
and their hindlimbs were shaved. The dorsal surface of the foot was then taped to the
edge of the platform. An incision was made from the heel to the vertebral column and
the skin was separated from the underlying tissue. The biceps femoris was then cut
and divided proximal from the Achilles tendon to expose the sciatic nerve. The sural
and peroneal branches of the sciatic nerve were transected so only innervation of the
planterflexor muscles remained.

Rat sciatic nerve electrophysiology. Paired EMG electrodes made from
perfluoroalkoxy (PFA)-coated silver wire (0.003’’ bare, 0.005’’ coated) were inserted
along the length of the medial gastrocnemius and lateral gastrocnemius muscles.
EMG signals were amplified (x100) and band-pass filtered (100–1000 Hz) using an
AC-coupled differential amplifier, digitized (20 kHz; Axon Digidata 1440A) and
recorded (AxoGraph X).

Infrared inhibition of nerve conduction in the rat sciatic nerve. A monopolar nerve
cuff electrode was placed around the trunk of the sciatic nerve and a 400 mm diameter
fiber optic was positioned 500 mm above the tibial branch. Each trial (N 5 3 nerves, n
5 15 trials) consisted of one 10 sec episode. Monophasic electrical stimuli (tpe 5

0.1 ms; 750 mA) were delivered at 4–8 Hz for the duration of the trial. At 4 sec, pulses
of infrared light (tpo 5 0.2 ms; 75.7 mJ/cm2) were delivered at 200 Hz for 3 seconds.
Nerve responses were analyzed using the iEMG33, which was calculated in the same
manner as the iCNAP described above.

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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Data acquisition and analysis. Amplified and filtered nerve responses were acquired
at 5 kHz. AxoGraph X software (AxoGraph Scientific) was used to coordinate
stimulation and inhibition protocols, and to record acquired data. Post-acquisition
data analysis was performed using a combination of AxoGraph X, Matlab (Matlab
r2010b) and Microsoft Excel. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test revealed that data were
not normally distributed. Therefore, we compared data using the Mann-Whitney test
with a5 0.05 and applied the Bonferroni method to adjust for multiple comparisons.
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